
 
 
 
Use  my trick is to solve non verbal only when u have very very less time……………….. 
See above question  I have taken this question  from SBI PO paper 2010…………. 
 
This trick is odd man out trick…………… 
 
 Here cut  strike off the odd option or option that is in least number……….. 
 
So LETS START……… 
 
Speciality of this method is u don’t have to see the question(any problem)…………u can 
find ur ans by answer options only………….. 
 
1) Now forget the question………….and see the answer options viz 1,2,3,4,5 
See the postion of circle ……u will find position of circle to extere top left in  4 out of 
five option. i.e. 1,2,3,5……..so  4 th option cant be answer ie strike out the odd option….. 
 
So ur answer is out of 1,2,3,5 
(IMP- we take all the options while finding odd man out)  
**And take a pencil and actually strike the option then u will understand cleraly 
 

2) Now again see other object lets take semicircle     …in 4 our of 5 options this 
semicircle is in bottom right corner…..so odd option here is 2…….and 5 is already 
out………….so our ans must be out of 1,3,5…………. 
 
3)Again see other object …….this time lets take “Z”……in 3 out of 5 options Z is at 
middile left corner……….and odd man is 3,4 ………but 4 is already out ……..hence our 
ans is from 1,5…………………. 
 

4) Now again take another object  say we take   in 3 out of five options its shape is  

 
 
 
Ie rotated …….so odd man here is 1,2  but 2 is already out………. 
 
So we r left with option 5……………so option 5 is our ans……………. 
 



So yar……I have tried  my best to explain in written………………hope u 
understand………….if any prob at any stage  I am there to help…………. 
 
 U can master this method by pencil and actually striking out …………then u can 
understand well 
 
 
CAUTION: see this method does not gives u 100% accuracy….but u can solve 6 correct 
out of 10…………..and which means u r getting +5 in ur score………… 
 

-regards GAURAV 


